Monday, June 15th - 12:30 PM to 2 PM
Sheraton Seattle - Grand Ballroom A

Highlights of the ACRL STS, ACRL EBSS and ASEE ELD Scholarly Communication Survey results
Mel DeSart - University of Washington | desart@u.washington.edu

Data Mining – A Case Study for Library Applications
Charlotte Erdmann - Purdue University | erdmann@purdue.edu

Entrepreneurship & Engineering: Opportunities for Courses, Programming, Resource Integration
Julia Gelfand - University of California, Irvine | jgelfand@uci.edu

Creating a Library Orientation Game for Freshmen
Kelly Giles - James Madison University | gileskd@jmu.edu

Living/Learning Communities & Librarian as Faculty Head
David Hajdik - Tennessee Technological University | DHajdik@tntech.edu

LibAnalytics – there’s more to Springshare than LibGuides
Deborah Kegel - University of California, San Diego | dkegel@ucsd.edu

High Tech Cheating
Linette Koren – Rochester Institute of Technology | Linette.Koren@rit.edu

Reduce - Reuse - Recycle for Better Emails to Faculty
Ibironke Lawal & Julie Arendt - Virginia Commonwealth University | ilawal@vcu.edu & jaarendt@vcu.edu

Reaching Out to Engineering Students via IP Events
Lisha Li & William Baer - Georgia Tech Library | lisha.li@library.gatech.edu

BorrowDirect Engineering E-book PDA Pilot
Doug McGee - University of Pennsylvania | dmcgee@seas.upenn.edu

Usability Testing for a Better Product
Lisa Ngo - University of California, Berkeley | lngo@berkeley.edu

Search Widgets available for Engineering Village
Steve Petric - Elsevier | steven.petric@elsevier.com

Welcoming New Faculty: Outreach with Office Visits
Jill Powell - Cornell University | jillpowell@cornell.edu

What’s the Baseline? Data Skills in Undergrads
Megan Sapp Nelson & Natasha Johnston - Purdue University | mrsapp@purdue.edu & nejohnson@purdue.edu

Art of STEM: Successful Outreach Initiative
Daniela Solomon - Case Western Reserve University | dxs594@case.edu

Doggone Fun at Engineering & Computer Science Library
Michelle Spence - University of Toronto | michelle.baratta@gmail.com

(Overly) Preparing for ABET: My First Experience with Accreditation
Melanie A Sturgeon - Duke University | melanie.sturgeon@duke.edu

Collaboration: The Math Emporium Experience at NCA&TSU
John C. Teleha - North Carolina Agricultural & Technical State University | teleha@ncat.edu

Please Don’t Close My Library
Tom Volkening - Michigan State University | volkenin@mail.lib.msu.edu

The Case of the Missing Voting Box: Or, How I Learned to Love Engineers Week by Creating an Activity that Students Truly Love: Legos.
Patricia Watkins - Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University | watkinp1@erau.edu

Librarian as Engineer: Being a 3D Printing Mentor
Jenny Wong-Welch - San Diego State University | jwongwelch@mail.sdsu.edu

Why Engineering Librarians Should Master Data Visualization Tools
Karen Vagts - Tufts University | karen.vagts@tufts.edu
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